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THE NEW ZEALAND GAZETTE

1 Williams Brian J MSC PHD CIT Heretaunga
2 Wilkinson Brian B Tech Corres Inst
3 Wilkinson Rosemary A Auckland Tech Inst
4 Williams David L MA MSC Auckland Tech Inst
5 Williams Ernest R Senior Tech Div
6 Williams Gerald R Petone Tech Inst
7 Williams Heather J MPHARM CIT Heretaunga
8 Williams James V ADVTC Carrington Tech Inst
9 Williams Leonard R Palmerston North Tech Inst
10 Williams Leslie W ATC MINZMT AMIRTO Manukau Tech Inst
11 Williams Margaret Auckland Tech Inst
12 Williams Massey B Christchurch Tech Inst
13 Williams Maynard M MSC(HONS) Auckland Tech Inst
14 Williams Neil A MCOM Christchurch Tech Inst
15 Williams Peter F MUSE Hawke's Bay Community Coll
16 Williams Roy D Petone Tech Inst
17 Williams Stanley ADVTC Auckland Tech Inst
18 Williams Douglas B REGENG Tech Corres Inst
19 Williamson Geoffrie A Christchurch Tech Inst
20 Wilson Andrea G Otago Polytechnic
21 Wilson Geoffrey R Southland Community Coll
22 Wilson James F ADVTC Taranaki Polytechnic
23 Wilson Judith A Manukau Tech Inst
24 Wilson Judith G DIPPHED Otago Polytechnic
25 Wilson Murray G Palmerston North Tech Inst
26 Wilson Paul D BE NZCE Wellington Polytechnic
27 Wilson Philippa W NZCB ADVTC Carrington Tech Inst
28 Wilson Raeburn A NZCE Southland Community Coll
29 Wilson Stanley G Tech Corres Inst
30 Wilson Brian C DLFP Wellington Polytechnic
31 Wilson Richard SR CH MCS Heretaunga
32 Wineera John S PHD Wellington Polytechnic
33 Winiata Martin R Wellington Polytechnic
34 Wren Jason A Waikato Tech Inst
35 Wise John C Christchurch Tech Inst
36 Wise John H Hawke's Bay Community Coll
37 Wishart William A DIPSOCST Wellington Polytechnic
38 Woolcock Russell H MA Christchurch Tech Inst
39 Wooldridge Norma R BSC Waikato Polytechnic
40 Woolcott Christopher C MANZT Manukau Tech Inst
41 Wood Michael Wellington Polytechnic
42 Woolton Rayna M Christchurch Tech Inst
43 Worsley Gary W Bisa BSA Auckland Tech Inst
44 Wray Ernest M NZCE Petone Tech Inst
45 Wright Alan C Petone Tech Inst
46 Wright Dawn E Auckland Tech Inst
47 Wright Earl W ADVTC North Island Comm Coll
48 Wright Gordon B ADVTC Carrington Tech Inst
49 Wright Robert Wellington Polytechnic
50 Wyatt Gordon N BSC RE PETONE Wellington Polytechnic
51 Wykes Noelene J Sen Tech Div
52 Wynne-Williams Robin E RN Wellington Polytechnic
53 Yerex Pauline L Wellington Polytechnic
54 Young Andrew A Tech Corres Inst
55 Young Andrew F Senior Tech Div
56 Young Anthony Auckland Tech Inst
57 Young Dennis B Petone Tech Inst
58 Young Donald L Senior Tech Corres Inst
59 Young Gillian N Tech Corres Inst
60 Young Gweneth M Senior Tech Div
61 Young Ian S ADVTC Taranaki Polytechnic
62 Young Mary E Tech Corres Inst
63 Zanovich Gladys A FTCL FLCM Waikato Tech Inst
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